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plan:The landscape as accepted 2000 - 2018

·Problems discovered inthe aftermath of
the US and otherandconjectures

- Singular- bulk problem of UKLT

- Tadpole constraint of LVS

- Tadpole conjecture as a potential
show stopper for the whole landscape

-



landscape2000 ... 2018

(Bousso/Poechinski, CKP, Denef/Dongeas, KULT, LVS)
ST -> 10d SUGRAon IR X X

,
x
= (y/k
-

"Cy orientifold"
(with K some finite group, e.g. Tel

Vizualization:T2/Rc =

Ell
↑

"Orientifold planes"
(co-dimensions of these mayvary)



consumetries ficeont4d effective field theory

↓

24 -k(z)ij(0zi)(025) +k(T5054/05+...
-

complex structure Kahler

(complexified using
-> frimm/Louis integrals of

Jockers / Louis p-form fields)
Hosono/Klemm/Theisen)Yau....



potentialsfor the Kahler metrics above:

K(z) = -en(Spet);o2 =holom. 3-form

=- en(IT(T) A

z1

with periods IT = I En I in =h21
M/z)
;

-

in(z)

KCT) =- en(tttUkapy+-) 4-cycle volumes

I
with to =KapytPU and Ig=Ta+F,



stabilizationby fluxes

lOd SUGRA > F-SHz =G3 E Y/IR,XY
↑

6+
·

The "background flux"isquantized:
Fs, H3 EH3(X;I)

=>non-trivial scalar potential

V(z, E) =ki5DDiM)(DIW):Di =diW+kiW
W - fasine
X



Eicitly:We (f-Sh).E.M
↑

"uxrectors"builtfrom SSFs/Ms
The Susy-condition (Ivacuum condition)

DiW =0 DSW =0

merically"stabilizes all moduliz", S
Jn+1 eps, for n+1 variables)

->as many vacua as choices of (fih).



pole 10d SUGRA > F5

A
sourced byflux & O-planes/Dranes

(d+F, =((1H3 +f6e0c. =0

we ar

=N =Gbased on geometry ofX
(N= f.E.h)

-

Siost softisthe
-

T fibration2Tc -> CY i encodes"s"-ficos =X(CYy)⑮3



point:
Finiteness of available N =>Finiteness oflandscape

(Denef/Donglas... frimm)

Also:
So far we only discussed complex-structure moduli
& their stabilization.

Let us consider Kahler modulinext....



#Tstep1:modestabilizatothe
euclidean D3 brane wrapped

X = on 4-cycle => nton
-⑧

rection
↓
- T

W =Wo+

IWR-siw*)l fetex-effect

Ineed also Wo1
↑

minimum byfluxtuning)



etpc",e
- ,

=
-was
③

55

Iretireesin
V

H (metastable
anti-D3-brane)

/Technical terms:Klebanor-Strassfer - Throat,
KPV- uplift (



#itfrom Ads to as minimum:

metastable

isminimum
isfactoryaspects:

· racua with W. Ivery hard
to find explicitly

· anti-D3-upliftfollows onlyfrom 10d EFT

(no stringyor 4d SuSy derivation)



A

recentdevelopments

· This (and some importantvariants, like "LVs") has
remained the main evidence for "stringy dS".

· It has been proposed thatstringy as isimpossible
as a matter of principle S"isinthe Swampland").

[Danielsson/Van Riet;Obied ... Vata '18 I

[see also:Bena, franc, Sethi, Drasi.-.-I
· Subsequently, proposals like KKLT&LVS have been

S

subjected to intense scrutiny(with varying success)
·I will focus on what I feel ismostcritical...



-

arbulk problem

[Carta/Movik/Westphal'ns;GaolAt/Junghaus'20]

[see however:Carta/Moritz,McAlister et al. 21]

X --.,=E-- throatcoupledtodealite-L
->L

*significantdepth of throatneeded tomake upliftparametrically as small
as Ads-minimum

=>"exotic"geometry, with large throat& small bulk (Y.



=>

E) strong warping arises asso

inbulk by region

↓
hly) goes to zero;
metric becomes undefined

↓
KCT, it notcalculable:controllost

[Is a stringyunderstanding of singular bulk

possible? Control of string-scale geometry? I



IencalAside:

· Depth of Ads minimum re-2ReCT) D

· Upliftpotential we
- N/gsM2 ②
A ↑

total tadpole Is thison 3-cycle
inKS throat of is throat

· Metastable upliftneeds & &
=>ReIT)-NgsM2 ->

· Upper throatradius obeys R"-N
-> I

I· Control attipof throat: ggM1*-



possibly inbetter shapedmeScenario

[Balasubramanian (Berglund/Conlon/Quevedo '05] CorLVS)

· generalizes kKLT by T -> To, Ts
with K=-Zen[/5+)- (Ts+Is)*3I
and W =Wo + e

-Ts

=>Ads minimum similar to KKLT, butwith

Res.

L



more explicitly:V =Voe(x) - Rectol - exp(gs)
↑

to be tuned to small value
=>Thus, U isexponentiallylarge,

butthis mayelice notbe efficientfor control!

[Junghaus 22]

#

lem: Various higher-order corrections, e.g.
↳

related to S - f(R +R+R

↑X-)
"higher curvature"



Our attemptto quantifythe problem and identify
the key obstruction: =>>

ametricTadpole Constraint

[CaolAH/Schreyer/Venken 227

Volume large -> Ads minimum shallow (- Ys)
=>Need throat to be deep ->need mud flux

inthroat(New. 1)

=>curvature corrections of relative size

Nth. /223 representa problem.
·



meexperiitly:Since the upliftimplies
2 - eOs. Nth.,

onecanbeenvetforverylargeNee
But:Nth.2 NIlimited byavailable

CY-orientifold geometries
· Let us focus on the mostoptimistic case New.N

· Let us also define Gr =MN) < 1 as our

Nowparameter"



· We also need the quality of control wirt.
curvature corrections atthe "tip ofthe throat",
summarized by Ay

[AH/Schreyer/Venken;Junghans,Schreyer (Venken '22]

·

adstobemostuptodate,form
ofthe

adosagessetin
(e.g. (n

=5)



tnegativetadpoles
inexplicitgeometrice

[Tayeor/Wang'15, .... Crino/Queredo/Schachner/Valondro'ez]

Calabi-Yan-Orientifold:
-

252 too small?

CY Orient. W. Mobile D7s: - a= 3:332

F-theory: - a =75080SI
Control problems due tostrongly
varying go or to inability to ensure gs.* 1.

#

the maximal (R1?



#

pole Problem /Conjecture

[BenalBtaGackIfrana/Lust;Planschium; Cicoli...Maharana;
Grimm(HeistesgI...;Becker/GonzalolWalcher/Wrase'22_

drivento thefollowing
situatione

Van N =Nbueh+Ntr:</@Imax
Nth. I needed for control

=>Would like to keep Nomen small!



· Wile (buck) fluxes with a small fadpole N. be
able to stabilize all C.S. moduli?

econjectureclaims justtheoppositeinAeri,then Name an a-oas
a

grants:1) 2>43 ("refined")

2)one may or maynotrequire thatthe
stabilized geometry is smooth.

3)one may or maynotrequire n =Umex
=ha

I"strong" / "weak")



=>in fact, 8 differentconjectures
·counterexamples to the "strong"form already
exist
I-> List/Wiesner,Condarchet (Marchesano

· precise meaning of"large n"
.....

unclear (counterexamples for n -0(few)
are well-known)

·mmentsin
supportare relatively weak:

1)K3xK3 example But:simple structure of periods

2) Example analysis (proofs atlarge complexstructure

But: Again, all rests on simple form ofperiods.



own)argumentagainstTadpole Conjecture

minimum ofpotential:DW =0zW+keW =0

=>h egs, for a variables, with

genericfats(periods) involved

=>expectonly discrete solutions;
i.e. all moduliare "generically" stabilized.

-

adpole Conj, could still be right:
· no solutions inphys. domainof Z (i.e. flux potential
leads to runawayto decompactification or to

singularities whichare too bad to be controlled)



-restingfinal point:

Thetacos conjecture canmademathemataon
[BrannNalandro;Grimm etal:Watcher et al. 22]

↑

Tadp. Conj. inLandan-finzburg model who Kahler moduli

DW =0 ->G =F+ SH,=H2(X) +H0(X)

with F3, H3 H3(X, T)

& Nea =1,Ents



Def:uxtaftice:All flux choices satisfying
↓ satisfying conditions above, i.e.

A C H(x,2) *St(X,I)

Ref:focus: M* [(S,A =(exMx/rk(1)>0}
By:ofstabilized moduli: socioof Mus

Proposal: max (codion(M)/(k(as1) < 1a--

C
S 1

I
Zarishi dimension used -> fields stabilized by higher

potential terms notcounted



-

ary) Conclusions

· Some ofthe mostpressing issues in establishing
a "realistic"string landscape have to do with

higher-dimension operators in d=10.

· Thepossibilities,for avoiding those issues depend
on the availability of geometries with

large negative tadpole (Q1* 1.

· Related critical issue:Can one stabilize manymoduli

byfluxwith a limited tadpole contribution?


